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The Significance and Pathway of Constructing the Discourse System of Politics with Chinese

Characteristics in the New Era⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Zhao Zhongyuan，Huang Gang(2)

Abstract：It has become the consensus and responsibility of Chinese political science academia in

the new era to construct academic discourse and methodology system of political practice．The current

problem is how to maintain a co—existence of the difference between“re-presentation”and“revelation’’

under the generality．Therefore，it is necessary to avoid the instrumentalization of political academic dis-

course，take root in the indigenous political practice，and explore the‘‘raw materials’’hidden in the context

of history and culture while it is developing together with scientific constructions．The concrete way to a-

chieve this is to find an alternative way，to return the discourse construction to the gaming logic among lan-

guage，knowledge and discourse，and illustrate the innovative path of the political discourse construction

with Chinese characteristics in the new era from four interlaced and progressive levels，such as lingual in-

terlacement，translation，difference of knowledge formations，and the limitations of paradigm theory．

Key words：discourse system of politics with Chinese characteristics；discourse system construc-

tion；significance and pathway

An Empirical Analysis of the Transformation from Citizen’s Satisfaction into Trust of the

Government⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Wang Puqu，Sun Xiang(13)

Abstract：The satisfaction of government is an important indicator of citizens‘evaluation of gov．

ernment performance，and the trust of government is a psychological reflection of citizens’confirmation

of government’s credibility and legitimacy．It is conventional wisdom that the government provides high·

quality public services to obtain satisfaction，thus gain more public trust and support，enhance govern．

ance capabilities，and improve governance performance．However，the transformation of government

satisfaction into trust is restricted by many factors and conditions．The influencing factors actually show

a structural correlation．Based on the institutional theory of political trust and cultural interpretation

theory，using micro-data from sample surveys in three counties，this paper verifies that government sat-

isfaction transforms into multiple contents and dimensions of trust in government．Citizens’satisfaction

of daily life and political efficacy have a significant mediation effect between satisfaction of the govern．

ment into their trust of the government．

Key words：satisfaction of government；trust of government；quality of government；satisfaction of

daily life；political efficacy

Competition or Promotion?Research on the Relations between Policy Communication Channels：

Based on the Survey from 19 Chinese Cities ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Yang Jun，Chen Yingjing(26)

Abstract：Based on the analysis of on。the．spot public questionnaire data from 19 cities of China in

20 1 6 and 20 1 8，the results reveal that the policy communication channels used by the general public

have indeed shown a growth trend，at the same time，there are obvious internal differences．Among the

audiences who use fewer channels，there is an obvious competitive relation among different channels，

when one is rising，the other is falling．The new media channels are the main competitors among differ．

ent channels while the traditional media still plays an indispensable role in policy communication．Con-
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versely，among the audiences who use more channels，there is a significant promotion of‘a rising tide

raises all boats’among various channels．Further analyses additionally find that this reversal phenome-

non is not only closely related to the audience’s willingness and ability of policy communication，but al—

so reflects the role transformation of the audience from passivity to initiative．Exploring the evolutionary

relation of policy communication channels is not only contributed to clarify the boundary and connection

between competition and promotion on policy communication channels but also has some enlighten-

ments to optimize the allocation of resources about policy communication channels．

Key words：policy communication；channel relations；media displacement theory

Managing Villages：Research on the Behavior of Township Governments in the Context of

Project Entering into Villages⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Li Zupei，Zhong Zhangbao(39)

Abstract：Various administrative rational behaviors centered on the utilization of resources within

the system constitute the basic means of management of township governments for“managing villages．”

In“managing villages”，the managing focus of township governments has shifted from the rural society

to the internal administrative system，and it has focused on the acquisition and use of resources within

the system．In terms of operating results，it also has focused on promoting the unity between easing of

administrative pressure in rural development with the satisfaction of self—interest demands．In the han·

dling of relations between superior and subordinate governments，emphasis is placed on compliance and

strategic references to the will and system settings of superior governments rather than breakthroughs．

The resolution of managing risks depends on the continuous introduction of resources within the system，

thereby increasing the institutional burden．This article expands the role cognition of the“government

manager’’by analyzing the behavior of“managing village”of the township government．

Key words：regime manager；managing villages；managing land；project entering the villages

On the Importance of Improving the Mechanism of Transmitting the Masses’Opinion to the

Higher Authorities in Perfecting the National Governance System⋯⋯⋯⋯Ma Depu(5 1)

Abstract：The lack of a well-developed mechanism of transmitting the masses’opinion to the high—

er authorities needs to be resolved．It refers to the behavior and process of transmitting information of

all aspects at the grass—roots level，such as factual information，appeal information，evaluative informa-

tion and suggestion information，to the higher level and even the highest decision—making body through

various channels．Its function is to enable decision—makers to understand the situation，make judgments

and make decisions．Establishing a unimpeded mechanism of transmitting the masses’opinion to the

higher authorities is one of the important conditions for giving full play to the advantages of centralized

and unified leadership，the fundamental element of socialist democracy，the important guarantee for

maintaining the rule of law，and an important link for realizing the organic unity of the leadership of the

Party，the position of the people as masters of the country and the rule of law，so it should also be a

best entry point for the reform of China’s political system and the modernization of its national govern—

ance system．

Key words：national governance system；transmitting the masses’opinion to the higher authori-

ties；socialist democracy；the mass line

Political Meaning of the Chinese Nation⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Tang Yong(59)

Abstract：Integration of inter-ethnic politics in the history of dynastic China improved the cohesion
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of the Chinese nation．The founding of the People’s Republic of China was a symbol that China had

built its nation state，providing a political roof to settle the Chinese nation．Thus，as a nation，the Chi-

nese nation is the owner of China’s sovereignty，promotes national unity，and becomes the keystone to

understand and implement ethnic policies，especially，the regional ethnic autonomy．In new era，the

political meaning of the Chinese nation concentratedly focuses on the task to create a strong sense of

community for the Chinese nation and reinforce nation building，which includes persisting the leader—

ship of the Communist Party of China，upholding unitary state system，solving the issues about minority

rights and promoting national reunification．

Key words：Chinese nation；political meaning；nation state；nation building

Experimental Political Psychological study on National Anthem Cognition and National Identity

Construction⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Wang Haizhou，Pan Wenfei(67)

Abstract：This paper designs a political psychological experiment to test it．Thirty—one Chinese u·

niversity students join the experiment based on questionnaires and psychophysiological assessment in-

struments，with musical mood of the national anthem(hot cognition)as the independent variable，rea—

soning cognition of the national anthem(cold cognition)as the mediator and national identity as the

dependent variable．Experimental data demonstrate，first，that the national anthem does significantly

evoke emotional responses compared to other positive songs，and second，that increasing the level of

inferential cognition of the national anthem contributes to national identity construction．The experiment

also identifies all“anomaly”：a higher level of subject’s reasoning cognition of the national anthem and

national identity is related to lower volatility of their musical mood．This finding implies that calm lis．

teners who have“ordinary minds”may be more rational and are the true patriots，thus，how to effee．

tively educate‘‘listeners”to the national anthem in the process of political socialization becomes the

key in cultivating the‘‘admirers”of the nation．

Key words：national anthem；national identity；cognition；political psychology；political sociali-

zation

Research on the Public Interest Theory of Contemporary Utilitarianism⋯⋯Liu Shuyang(80)

Abstract：This article shows that public interest is always an important content of utilitarian theo—

ry．But the concept of public interest seems fiction and marginalization，just because of internal eontra．

dictions in the classical utilitarianism．By criticizing the theoretical defects of classical theory．contem—

porary utilitarianism reconstructs a more reasonable public interest thought of utilitarianism．Even so，

the theory doesn’t completely get rid of its logical trap．Based on the dialectical materialism，there are

some flaws on the theoretical basis，basic content and institutional design of the public interest theory

in the contemporary utilitarianism．In fact，the theory cannot protect the public interest in the eommu—

nity．

Key words：the contemporary utilitarianism；public interest；community

State Governance，Rural Land System and Structural Reforms of Agricultural Supply Side

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Wang Jingyao，Wang Chengyu(90)

Abstract：Due to the progressive feature of reform and historical reasons，the rural land system has

impeded the factor supply that exacerbates the structural imbalance between supply and demand．The

“division of three rights”，under the equalization of value of state governance，is conducive to supple of

factors，which has been proved by productive explore．Based on empirical experience and holistic per．
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spective of state governance，the reform of rural land system should underline governmental functions，

such as providing basic public services，broadening the advice from peasantry，cultivating rural social or．

ganization，and expanding the transfer market．In a word，structural reform of agricultural supply side

should dedicate to the transformation of government functions，which is supposed to be state．oriented．In

this way，each stakeholder can play their respective roles．

Key words：structural reforms of agricultural supply side；state governance；rural land system；

production factor

Cohabitation Between State Power and Village Self-governance：Based on the Background of

Targeted Poverty Alleviation Program⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Zhang Wenguang，Liu Lili(1 02)

Abstract：This article traces the relationships between state power and village autonomy from three

approaches of‘state—centered’．‘society-centered’and‘state in the society’as a theoretical starting

point to explain‘cohabitation’．Based on the fieldwork in three villages，this article finds that there

exists the“cohabitation”between state power and village self—governance during targeted poverty alle-

viation program．By analyzing the relationships between state power and village self-governance through

state-society framework，this article finds state power back into the rural society will bring structural in—

fluence to rural grassroots governance．In fact，state power and village self-governance stay coordinated

relationships instead of mutually exclusiveness．The rural social change is not a one—way process，but a

result of continuous interaction between state power and rural social response．Through three aspects of

targeted poverty alleviation program：identifying and exit of poor household，industrial introduction and

development，and distribution of suppofl resources，the state power brings new practice of village self-

governance in rural China．

Key words：state power；village self-governance；cohabitation；targeted poverty alleviation pro—

gram

Research on the Practice Process of RuraI Poverty Alleviation in China from the Perspective of

Holistic Governance⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Ding Jianbiao(113)

Abstract：The practical process for poverty alleviation in rural China embodies the inherent char—

acteristics and the action logic of holistic governance．Behavioral agents of poverty alleviation by u—

nique and novel measures and means enrich and optimize the models of holistic governance and thus

improve the adaptability and practicality．Based on the localized governance resources in contemporary

China，a holistic governance model for poverty alleviation emerges．The model constituted by the sub—

jectivity return of the ruling party and the identical function and accountability of the party and the gov-

ernment，as well as the supervision by internal and external parties and the implementation of the com-

prehensive measures．The study of this model also reveals its shortcomings：the excessive coordination

and integration sets restrictions on the professionalism of functional departments，and the overrigid and

fragmented mechanism leads to the overrun，the transference and the limitlessness of accountability，

and the cognitive deviation of grassroots actors causes such problems as an insufficient understanding of

pigging on holing to Service Facilities．The effectiveness of governance will be improved in rural areas

if these problems avoided and eliminated effectively，consequently，some beneficial resources and wis-

dom of governance for the modernization of state governance will be presented as well．

Key words：holistic governance；poverty alleviation；effectiveness of governance；wisdom of gov—
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